Tough Tires for Tough Jobs

Tire Specifications
Tire Size

Ply Rating

Tire Weight

Tread Depth

Air Pressure

Standard Duty

23x5.70-12
27x8.5-15
10-16.5
12-16.5

4
4
8
10

15.2 lb.
26.5 lb.
44.5 lb.
63.7 lb.

11/32 in.
12/32 in.
18/32 in.
21/32 in.

60 PSI
50 PSI
55 PSI
60 PSI

Heavy Duty

23x8.50-12
27x8.5-15
10-16.5
12-16.5

6
6
10
12

25.8 lb.
33.3 lb.
51.8 lb.
79.6 lb.

13/32 in.
13/32 in.
19/32 in.
21/32 in.

50 PSI
50 PSI
55 PSI
60 PSI

Severe Duty

10-16.5
12-16.5
33x15.5-16.5

10
12
14

77 lb.
110 lb.
124 lb.

44/32 in.
44/32 in.
44/32 in.

40 PSI
40 PSI
35 PSI

Super Float

31.5x13-16.5
33x15.5-16.5

10
12

71 lb.
96 lb.

24/32 in.
26/32 in.

30 PSI
35 PSI

Turf & Sand

33x15.5-16.5

10

80 lb.

18/32 in.

32 PSI

Keep Rolling on Bobcat Tires
Bobcat-approved tires give you a competitive edge on
any worksite. They’re tough, they’re rugged, and they
keep you on the job even under extreme conditions like
construction, demolition, recycling, foundry work and
handling scrap.

Standard Duty

Heavy Duty

Severe Duty

Super Float

Turf & Sand

Bobcat tires keep you going - so get rolling
to your Bobcat dealer today!

Bobcat Tires and Wheels
Choosing the correct tires and wheels is essential in
maintaining proper weight distribution for your Bobcat
skid-steer loader. Off-brand, second-line tires often
have less rubber content, thinner sidewalls, and are
sometimes not the correct size to ensure proper
bucket height-to-ground contact.
For dependable quality, superior traction, long tire
life and all-around performance, ask your Bobcat
dealer about tire models and sizes recommended
by Bobcat Company. Along with tires, your dealer
can also supply you with replacement tire and
wheel assemblies.
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Good, Better, Best
As we continue to meet customer requirements for different tires to
be used in a wide range of applications, we offer the categories of
“Good-Better-Best” to identify our various tire styles.

Good

Bobcat Standard Duty Tires

Poly-Fill

Flats keep you down? With Bobcat Severe Duty Poly-Fill tires, you
can go almost anywhere in your Bobcat loader without fear of a
flat — and no flats means less downtime! Ideal for constant work
on concrete and other hard surfaces, poly-fill tires greatly reduce
hop and bounce, yet ride like an air-filled tire. They won’t crumble
or deteriorate when cut, they’ll stand up to the most severe
applications, and will outlast conventional tires.

These pneumatic tires feature the traditional bar-lug design for
excellent traction and long wear. They’re good general-use tires
intended for normal machine-hour applications, such as agriculture,
rental, landscaping, general construction and other standard-duty jobs.
• Sizes: 23x5.7–12, 27x8.5–15, 10–16.5 and 12–16.5
• Durable tread compound prevents downtime
and increases productivity.
• Extra-thick sidewall for greater puncture resistance.
• Special rim guard for tire and wheel protection.

Better

Bobcat Heavy Duty Tires
This design offers a thicker sidewall, a bead guard and a higher ply
rating than other pneumatic tires. The result: better wear and resistance
to flats. These tires are ideal for rough, high-hour applications: rental,
construction, landscaping and industry.
• Sizes: 23x8.5–12, 27x8.5–15, 10–16.5 and 12–16.5
• Strong, durable tread compound resists chunking and separation.
• Bobcat 3-step, self-cleaning tread for excellent traction.
• Super-strong double sidewall gives superior stability
and reduces bounce.

Best

Bobcat Severe Duty Tires
They’re extra-thick and extra-tough for extra wear. Bobcat Severe
Duty Tires are designed to take more abuse than conventional
tires. They’re proven performers in construction, recycling,
industrial and rental applications.
• Sizes: 10–16.5 and 12–16.5
• High ply rating to minimize flats.
• Deep tread for maximum life.
• Unique tread pattern allows operation in severe applications
while providing superior self-cleaning action for use in soft soil.
• Perfect on rough pavement or in dirt.
• 44/32-in. tread depth and a solid-to-void (STV) ratio of 68%
for many hours of service in all conditions.

Bobcat Poly-Fill Tires

Specialty Tire

Bobcat Turf & Sand Tires
Equip your all-wheel steer loader with Turf & Sand tires
for turf friendliness. This tire works well where you need
to be extra ground-conscious: golf courses, sugar sand,
nurseries, landscaping.
• Sizes: 33x15.5–16.5.

• Sizes: 10–16.5 and 12–16.5
• 100% flat-proof.
• Poly-fill delivers same ride, footprint and deflection as air-filled tire.
• Totally eliminates the need for air.
• Guaranteed two retreads (more for your money).

Super Float

Bobcat Super Flotation Tires
If the job requires extra flotation, check out Bobcat Super Float
Tires. They’ll keep you going in soft and wet conditons – anywhere
extra flotation is required: parks, cemeteries, golf courses,
nurseries, beaches, compost yards.
• Sizes: 31.5.x 13-16.5, 10 PR for 700 series loaders;
33 x 15.5-16.5, 12 PR for 800 series loaders.
• Designed for soft, wet soil conditions where other tires can’t work.
• Ideal for parks, cemeteries, compost yards, golf courses,
nurseries, beaches, swamps – anywhere extra flotation is needed.
• At recommended air pressure, these tires provide 85% more
footprint area than conventional tires.

Offset Rims
Special offset rims permit the use of wider tires while keeping
the loader width as narrow as possible. Handy in barns, industry,
demolition, recycling.
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